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Returning home, they go on with their lives. What happens next is the essence of the unfolding drama. At this time, Burassa learns that his
grandfather fled with the Nazis. She decides to go to the police, but the police won't listen to her. Then Bourass manages to escape and get to
Iowa on his own. Baez also ends up there later. The co-founder of "The Protestants" Jerry Gack, who was later entrusted with organizing the
tour of The Protestant, finds out about this. In America, Jerry sees people wearing crosses and listening to Baez. Soon, Powers shows up at
his house, who reveals that he knows a former Nazi who worked in the Zbrojny forces of Poland in the 1930s when he served as a
captain.This captain, Heinz Bister, had recently been arrested for participating in the genocide of Poles in that part of Poland that was
occupied by the Nazis in September 1939. Speer told Jerry that he and Heinz were close friends, but soon fell out, as Heinz was very angry
that during one of their conversations in the Polish city of Bialystok, the barracks in which he stored ammunition exploded during the
offensive of the Soviet troops. Bister tried to escape from the city, but was nevertheless detained by the NKVD. After settling in
Washington, Jerry persuades Baez to become a member of a Catholic organization. In 1962, he met Pastor Robbie Portner, who became his
friend and wise adviser. In December 1962, the first Catholic church opens in New York. However, it is very difficult for Pastor Portner to
persuade Jerry to take over the leadership of the parish, which was based near his home. However, Jerry does not give up this idea, he only
has 6 months left before he turns forty-five. During his off-duty musical performances, Jerry asks his friend Pastor Portner to "transfer" him
to Dallas and start building a Catholic church there. Despite Powers' great desire, the whole idea fails at the time. But Powers still manages to
move Baez with Jerry to Dalls, which, nevertheless, does not save Jerry from the decision to stay with Baez. With his performance in Lake
City, Baetz prompts the police to resume their search for his grandfather. In April 1965, after talking with Powers, Jerry manages to
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